Harvard Team is Too Powerful for M.I.T. Puchmenn

Facing a powerful Harvard aggregation of puckshavers that held for to retain its Intercollegiate Championship honors of last year, the Technology hockey team took a fair to retain its Intercollegiate power during the time an in the third. There was no fortified with substitutes using a marked high number for one game. Throughout the game he making some seemingly impossible job of goal tending against Harvard, although Giddens, right wing, was the one in the second period during the time drawing outclassing the Engineers in passing and general offen- struggle in passing and general offen- 

The Engineers put up a stiff fight against Norwich and were never lacking in ag-

The lineups were as follows:

For that well-favored appearance, when you go home. Eat at the Esplanade THE ESPLANADE

Your Father Would be Interested!

If you are going into business for yourself, one that eventually will become a business concern, he would be interested in arrang-
ing that could enable you to reach such success in business. You must like to know about how you could receive an excel-

Here you could receive an excellent training for business, and we think that the small investment and the support of business men you would be taught the fundamental laws of business.

When you write your Father on the subject you should have a letter that emphasizes your Father's interest in the business.

Send for Booklet!

Every boy starts into a business career with a thought of making money. He must have a sense of what he is doing, and a knowledge of what is required to make a success of business. A booklet that describes the Business Institute will be sent on request. 

Mail this Coupon Now!

BASILWORTH INSTITUTE

A young man should make his own business plan and should be ready to start his business at the earliest possible moment. A booklet that describes the Business Institute will be sent on request.
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